Quarterly Reminder

Facility Name/Area: ____________________________________________

Due Date: ___________________ Date Distributed: ____________

Inspect

1. All pesticide containers – verify integrity
2. All pesticides – stored by compatibility
3. All pesticide storage areas – check ventilation
4. All pesticide application equipment – verify proper operating condition
5. All fertilizer injectors – verify proper operating condition
6. All fertilizer reservoirs – verify integrity
7. All fertilizer solutions – verify concentrations
8. All open fertilizer containers – stored in secondary containment
9. All pesticide and fertilizer storage areas – verify good housekeeping

Date/Initials

Date/Initials

Notes: Enter NA if not applicable
Dramm Heavy Duty Pesticide Sprayer™ and Dosatron™ Fertilizer Injector Maintenance Checklists, And Stock Fertilizer Checklist are located on the web site http://greenhouses.cals.cornell.edu/
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